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Small Antennas For 160 Meters

A Short Dipole For 160 Meters
Fig 2 provides details for using loading coils
to convert a 75 meter dipole for operation on
top band. L1 and L2 have an inductance of
106.5lJH tor operation at 1.9 MHz. The dipole
may be erected horizontally, or you may use it
as an inverted V, For maximum amateur power
the coils are close-wound with 72 turns of No.
12 enamel wire on forms that are 23/e· x a".

Smaller Calls for operation up to 200 warts
can be wound on 1,5"x 4 " tOnTIS. Use a2 close-
wound turns of No. 20 enamel wire. All coils for

tree. It can be used as a horizontal loop if four
supporting structures are available, The choice
between vertical or horizontal deployment is not
important, apart from the directivity that results
from vert ical erec tion. In either situat ion the
radiation ang le of the signal is high (a 'cloud
warmer"),which is especially desirable for com
munication out to a few hundreds of miles,

L1 through l4 have an inductance of 212
IJH. They are inserted at the outer ends of the
two horizontal sides of the loop, as shOwn. The
cooter frequency lor this antenna is 1.9 MHz.
No. 12 wire is used for the radiator. Resonance
is effected by trirrvning wire from the vertical
sides of the coo. I recorrvnend a dip meter,
SWR meter. or an instrument such as the MFJ
259 SWR Analyzer for adjusting the loop. Wifh
the tarter two instruments resonance will be
ind icated by the lowest value of reflected pow
er, regardless of how high the SWR may be.

For 1.5 KW PEP the loading co ils are close
wound with taztcms ot No. 12 enamel wire The
coil form 00 is 23/ 6 inches. which is a standard
PVC tubing size The coi l term length is 121/2
inches to accommodate the 113/6 inch winding
Smaller coil forms and wire at higher gauge may
be used to decrease the weight and bulk of the
inductors if the transmitter power does not
exceed 200 watts The ideal form factor for the
coils is 1:1 to 2: 1 to obtain the highest O.
However, form factors up to 5:1 will produce
good results . For power outputs up 10 200 watts
you may use 175 close-wound turns of No. 18
enamel wire on a 11/2' x 9" low-loss form.

A balanced antenna tuner and 3(X) or 450
ohm ba lanced feeders work well with this and
other lOOP antennas. A single-ended tuner can
be used as a balanced tuner , as described by
A Roehm in The ARRL Antenna Compendium,2

Fig, 1- Details for a compressed loop anten
na, See lext for informalion aboul/he loading

coils and antenna adjustment.
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Helically Wound Short Vertical
Helically wound antennas have been used
since the early 1950s by a number of city
dweller amateurs. I prefer them over Iumped
ccosteot antennas that are base,center,or top
loaded because the voltage and current
distribution across the radiator is more linear
than with the latter types of radiators. How
much this buys us in dB, if at all, is question
able, However, in my mind it is a more 'sant-

the short antennas described in ttns article
need to be protected from dirt and moisture by
enclosing them in plastic soda bottles, or by
coaling them with two layers of polyurethane
exterior lacquer, glyptol, or marine spar varnish,

This snort dipole has a much narrower 2:1
SWR bandwidth than that of a full-size dipole,
Therefore, as with the fig . 1 loop, It will be nec
essary to read just the tuner when making large
frequency changes. Balanced fee ders are
recommended tor thi s antenna, but coaxial
feed may be used,

L1.. ,30'I'

Compressed Full-Wave Loop
II is well known that cioseo loops are less re
sponsive to manmade noise than are the more
common dipole and vertical antennas. Fur
thermore, loops don't require ground screens,
such as radials. A small, loaded 160 meter loop
is attractive for those who live on city lots. The
performance tradeoff for smaller, loaded
antennas is restric ted bandwid th. Therefore,
moving from one part of the 160 meter band to
another requires readjustment of the antenna
tuner or loading coils to ensu re a low SWR.

Fig, 1 shows a mini loop that uses tour load
ing coils, This technique was described by two
authors. 1 I have chosen a wire length of 30 feet
for each side of the square loop inoroer to make
it small. The antenna may be erected
vertically from a 1<Wfef and a mast, or non a tall

The 160 meter season is upon us. and my
mailbag is overflowing with leiters from
amateurs who want to operate top band,

but lack the space for a full-size antenna Al
though this subject has been covered in the
amateur literature many times in recent years.
it is worth treating again for those who are new
to 160 meters. This article describes various
·widget" types of 1.8 MHz antennas that I have
used successfully as an urban dweller in the
Detroit and Hartford, Connecticut areas.

II is important to recognize that antennas of
reduced size for any MF Of HF band are not as
effective as fully dimensioned radiators. They
do, however, offer an acceptable alternative to
having no antenna at an. In tact. some of the
smaller antennas can provide surprising re
sults, even for OX work.

It is not unusual to hear weak signals from
nearby stations on 160meters during the course
of an evening's activi ty. The operators of these
stations frequently join my 1919 kHz group and
ask for signal repo rts, Many of them are mak
ing their first excursions into top band Almost
without exception, the weak signals come from
operators who are feeding a 75 meter dipole
with a Transrnatch. Although the system ore
sents an SWR all VIa the tuner, the antenna em
ciency is poor, especially With coax-tee short
dipoles, Better results can be expected when
using tuned feeders with a short dipole. Others
with weak signals report using random-length
end-led wires close to the ground.

Best results with a 75 or 40 meter dipole on
160 meters can be expected when the coaxi
al or balanced-feeder transmission line is
shorted at the station end and matched with a
tuner. This provides the equivalent of a flat-top
T, which operates as a 1/4-wave vertical The
legs of the dipole func tion as a capacitance
hat. The higher the dipole and the more verti
cal the feed line, the better it will perform. A
counterpoise or ground radial system is essen
uar in order to make this style of antenna func
lion eHiciently,

Po. Box 250, Lulher, M149656
Fig. 2- MethOd for using a 75 meter dipole on 160 meiers, Two covo-eoaoa elements are

used 10provide resonance al I 9 MHz. (Coil winding data provided in the lext.)
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tary" approach to design.
Fig. 3 shOwS hOw a helically wound vertical

is configured. To ach ieve 1J4-wave resonance
it is necessary to use approximately one-ha lf
wavelength of wire, spiral wou nd on a low- loss
form. The fig. 3 ground-mounted radiator can
be wound on 23/8 inch PVC tubing. Guying is
required. BeSI performance will be had when
using 16 or more buried or on-ground radia ls
that are 30 feet or greater in length,

Th is antenna is 26 leet high.!t may be wound
with No. 12 or 14 bare or enamel wire. The
spacing between turns is3/4 inch. You will need
to wrap 259 feet of wire on the coil form (410
turns). It is helpful to anchor the turns in place
periodically during the winding process by
means of tape , Once the winding is complet
ed. it should be doped with exterior polyure
thane lacquer or spar varnish (two coats) and
al lowe d to dry before the tape is removed. This
will keep the turns in place. The a of mrs anten
na is 5: the teed impedance is roughly 8 cons.

An aluminum pie plate or similar metal disc
is used at the top of the helical. It functions as
a capaci tance hat and prevents RF corona, A
larger capacnence hat will red uce the number
of turns needed to achieve resonance. and this
will improve the antenna efficiency, A 3 foot
diameter hat is not unreasonable , It can be
fashioned like a wheel (with six spokes] from
3/8 or \f2 inch 00 aluminum or brass tubing,
Mount the capacitance hat on three or four low
loss standoff insulators. such as Plexiglass or
Delrin rods, that are sc rewed to the PVC tub
ing, Avoid allowing the high-impedance end of
the helical winding or the hat to come in con
tact with the PVC tubing ,

The l network in fig. 6A issuitable for match
Ing 500tlm coax to this antenna and to the Iow
l radiators illustrated in figs , 3, 4, and 5, Fig,
68 shows how the l network ca n be reversed
for use with end-fed antennas that present
impedances greater than 50 ohms.
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Fig. 3- Example of a sroa. he/lCalty wound
1/4-wave vertical for 1.9 MHz, L 11s woundon
26 feet of 23/8 inch 00 guyed PVC Pipe (see

text for details).
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A 30 Fool Top-Band Vertical
A 30 fool. center-loaded 160 meter vertica l is
illustra ted in fig . 4. The elements are made tram
1 inch 00 aluminum tubing. You will require a
loading coil with an inductance of 106.5 ~H for
oceranoo at 1,9 MHz. This is accomplished by
winding 72 close-wound turnsol No, 12enam
el wire on a 23/8 inch 00 by 8 inch form, such
as PVC tUbing. Antenna efliciency will increase
if you p lace a ca pacitance hat above the load
ing coi l. This requires reducing the number of
coil turns to obtain resonance at 1,9 MHz or
some other top-band frequency of your choice.
Prune the coil for minimum SWR when you
ad just the system for resonance, The 2:1SWR
bandwidth of this antenna is approximately 25
kHz. The feed-point impedance is on the order
of 15 ohms.

Use 160r more oo-crouoo or in-ground radi
a l wires. Each wire should be 30 teetor greater
in length. The radials lor this and other 1/4wave
(or rTkJltiples thereof) antennas can be made
from sman-oerneter bare or insulated wi re.
However, the smaller the wire the more rapid 
ly it w ill deteriorate because of soil acid ity Wire
as small as 20 gauge is satisfactory because
only milliamperes of RF current flow in these
conductors,

You should be aware that veneer antennas
have a low radiation angle, even though they
may be physically shortened. This means your
signal will at times be weaker out to 300 miles

f . 1.9 M Hz
S • 3'-4'
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FIQ. ~ Configuration for a classic 160 meIer
cvenecu: antenna. The vertical portiOn of the
wire should be as /(mg 8S is practicable for

best results.

Kt-s

Fig. 4- Details for constructing a ceore-.
loaded 30 tox vertical for 1.9 MHz (see text).
The elements are made from 1 inch 00 alu
minum tubing. For power less than 200 watts
close-wind 123/urns of No. 20 enamel wire on

a '.5" x 6 ' coil form.
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Fig, 6- Matching networks for the fig. 3, 4, and 5an/ennas. Circuit A is for matching 50 ohms toa lower impedance. The circuit at B is for metcn
ing 50 ohms to a higher impedance, The series C and L combination at C is suitable for matching 50 ohms to quarter-wave antennas that are

resonant higher than me aesrea operating frequency (see text).
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ups with these antennas, but don 't be shocked
if you do!

Footnotes
1, D. sanders, CO December 198 1, p. 44 . Also
see Merschrod, KA2OIG. The ARRL Antenna
Compendium, 2nd eo.. p. 90.

2. A. Roehm, W20BJ, The ARRL Antenna
Compendium, zno ed , p. 90.

73, Doug, W1FB
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know that the frequenc ies between 1825 and
1830 kHz are reserved by gentlemen's agree
ment lor use as a DX window. Foreign stations
operate in that segment. You should answer
them, Of call CO DX (if you must), above Q( be
low the window.

Most of the antennas treated here can be
used for working OX if band cond itions are
good, and if you apply strategic operating
techniques. It's unlikely that you will break pile-

The Popular Inverted L
There is probably no 160 meter antenna that
is less complicated Of costly to coosmct than
the inverted L This antenna consists of a 1/4
wavelength of wire that is bent into a l shape,
as seen in fig. 5. The objective is to make the
vertical portion as long as practicable, since
the inverted l is a ve rtical type of antenna, The
horizOfltal portion of the wire acts as a capac
nerce hat to provide resonance. This horizon
tal section produces minimal radiation.

As with the antennas in figs, 3 and 4, this
radiator requires a ground screen. Each of the
radials (Of a counterpoise wire) should be 130
teet in length. Try to deploy at least 16 radials
(the more the better ). If you lac k the real estate
for V.·wave radials, use as many shorter ones
as you can ht into the available space. I have
employed mixed-length radial systems with
some of the wires as short as 25 feet. while otn
erswereuctc 130 feet long. usewnateverwne
length you can manage for your property size,
and then test the system lor performance.

If your inverted L is supported by a towe r or
metal mast, try to space it away from the metal
lic support by a distance of three or four feet.
Also, keep this and the other antennas des
cribed in this article well away from phone and
power lines. This will reduce noise pickup and
prevent nearby conductive objects from de
grad ing the antenna performance.

than when using a horizontal antenna that is
close toground (less than V2waveleogth high).
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The American Radto Relay League

225 Main 51. Newington, CT. 06111Some Final Comments
If you are new to 160 meters, it is important to

Short Random-Length Wires
If antenna space is lacking for a full-size invert
ed l. you can erect a shorter length of wire and
configure it as an inverted L. keeping the ver
tical portion as long as practicable. Reason
able performance may be expected if you pro
vide radials or a counterpoise wire to work the
antenna against. The wire rrcst be resonated
for V.-wave operation by adding a center load
ing coil (as in fig. 2), As an alternative, the
matching network in fig , 6C will enable you to
obtain an SWR of 1 without a loading coil. In
teet. the series coil and capacitor arrangement
in fig. Be may be used with the antennas in
figs. 3 and 4 if you resonate them higher than
the desired operating frequency. If the reso
nant frequency is lower than desired, use only
the series variab le ca pacitor to tune out the
unwanted inductive reactance (Xl).
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